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task RESOURCE CONTROL is
entry REQUEST(I. . INIT–AVAIL);
entry RELEASE(SIZE: INTEGER range 1. . INIT-AVAIL);
end RESOURCE-CONTROL;
task body RESOURCE CONTROL is






accept REQUEST(I) do AVAIL: $=AVAIL-1$ ; end;
or
when $AVAIL\rangle$ $=2=\rangle$




accept REQUEST(INIT-AVAIL) do AVAIL: $=AVAILarrow INIT_{-}AVAIL$ ; end;
or





















task body RESOURCE-CONTROL is

















entry fam $|$ ly accept fam $i|y$ entry
accept
2 1
accept entry fam $i1y$
1 entry
2
task RESOURCE CONTROL is
entry REQUEST(I. . INIT-AVAIL);




task body RESOURCE-CONTROL is
AVAIL: INTEGER range $0$ . . INIT-AVAIL;
beg in
loop





















busy wa it CP busy wait






task RESOURCE CONTROL is
entry REQUEST(SIZE: INTEGER range 1. . INIT-AVAIL);
entry RELEASE(SIZE: INTEGER range 1. . INIT-AVAIL);
end RESOURCE-CONTROL;
task body RESOURCE-CONTROL is







when SIZE$<=AVAIL=\rangle$ – not al lowed in Ada

















3 Prel iminary Ada Rationale
Prel iminary Ada Rationale $((2), pp. 11-23\sim 24)$ PV-multiple
PV-chunk Ada
package RESOURCE-CONTROL is
INIT-AVAIL:constant INTEGER: $=100$ ; –some predetermi ned size




package body RESOURCE-CONTROL is
task MANAGER is
entry FIRST( $SIZE:REQ_{-}RANGE;OK:out$ BOOLEAN);
entry AGAIN( $SIZE:REQ_{-}RANGE$ ; $OK:out$ BOOLEAN);
entry FREE(SIZE:REQ-RANGE);
end MANAGER;
task body MANAGER $is$








accept FIRST( $SIZE:REQ_{-}RANGE;OK:out$ BOOLEAN) do








accept FREE $(SIZE:REQ_{-}RANGE)$ do
AVAIL: $=AVAIL+SIZE$ ;
end FREE;
for I in 1. . AGAIN’ COUNT Ioop
select































entry RELEASE FREE entry























5 Rat $i$ onale 2
1 FREE AGAIN for
AGAIN’COUNT (AGAIN attribute)
for 1















1 accept $-\rangle$ accept
2 accept $->$ entry














INIT-AVAIL:constant INTEGER: $=100$ ; –some $p\ulcorner edetermined$ size
subtype REQ-RANGE is INTEGER range 1. . INIT-AVAIL;





package body RESOURCE-CONTROL is
type MESSENGER-TASK;
type MESSENGER is access MESSENGER-TASK;









entry MARK( $SIZE;REQ_{-}RANGE$ ; ID:MESSENGER);
entry FREE(SIZE:REQ-RANGE);
end MANAGER;
task body MANAGER is
AVAIL: INTEGER range $0$ . . INIT-AVAIL;
package QUEUE-HANDLER $is$
procedure $ENTER_{-}Q\cup EUE$ ( $SIZE:REQ_{-}RANGE$ ; ID:MESSENGER);
procedure $REMOVE_{-}Q\cup EUE$ ( $SlZE:out$ REQ-RANGE; $ID:out$ MESSENGER);
end QUEUE-HANDLER;
package body QUEUE-HANDLER is
type ELEMENT;







FREE-LIST, QUEUE HEAD, QUEUE TAIL: LIST;
procedure $ENTER_{-}QUEUE$ ( $SIZE:REQ_{-}RANGE$ ; ID:MESSENGER) is
$P$ : LIST;
beg $in$




FREE-LIST: $=FREE_{-}LIST$ . SUCC;
end if;
P. SIZE: $=SIZE$ ;
P. CALLER: $=ID$ ;
P. PRED: $=QUEUE_{-}TAIL$. PRED;
P. SUCC: $=QUEUE_{-}TAIL$ ;
QUEUE-TAIL. PRED: $=P$ ;
end ENTER-QUEUE;
procedure $REMO\backslash \int E_{-}Q\cup EUE$( $SIZE:out$ REQ.-.RANGE; $ID;out$ MESSENGER) is
$P$ : LIST;
beg $in$
$P:=Q\cup EUE_{-}HEAD$ . SUCC; –uery simple schedul ing
wh $i1eP/=Q\cup EUE_{-}TAIL$ loop
if P. $SIZE\langle=AVAIL$ then
SIZE: $=P$ . SIZE;
ID: $=P$ . CALLER;
$-$
P. PRED. SUCC: $=P$ . SUCC;
P. SUCC. PRED: $=P$. PRED;













QUEUE-HEAD. SUCC: $=Q\cup EUE_{-}TAIL$ ;






accept MARK( $SIZE:REQ_{-}RANGE$ ; ID:MESSENGER) do












QUEUE HANDLER. REMOVE QUEUE(SIZE, ID);
exit when $ID=nul|$ ;
AVAIL: $=AVAIL$-SIZE;
ID. al 1. ACKNOWLEDGE;
except $i$ on















accept REQUEST(SIZE:REQ RANGE) do










package body RESOURCE-USER is
$P$ : MESSENGER;
procedure REQUEST (SIZE: REQ RANGE) $is$
beg $in$
P. al 1. REQUEST(SIZE);
end REQUEST;
procedure RELEASE $(SIZE:REQ_{-}RANGE)$ is
beg $in$




































generic package generic package
instantiate REQUEST RELEASE instantiate package
5 Ada
6 2







































1 imited pr uate
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